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PREFACE E 

Thiss PhD project was conceived during my work in the Long Term Planning Department at the 

Municipalityy of Tel Aviv. From the mid-1990s I observed and participated in an awakening process 

withinn the municipality in response to the arrival of thousands of overseas labour migrants in that 

city.. Doing background research for policy proposals on 'what we should do with the foreign worker 

problem',, I came to realise that Tel Aviv was passing through a phase that cities in northern Europe 

hadd experienced several decades earlier (what I later called the shift from a Non-policy to a 

Guestworkerr policy response). Might we learn a lesson from the European experience? 

Thee more I thought about it, the more it seemed that there was more to this comparison than 

merelyy a 'best practices' approach. In particular, I was interested in uncovering the hidden structures 

off  knowledge that guide (often implicitly) the policy responses of local planners, politicians and 

administratorss when they are faced with a strange and initially temporary population ('guestworkers') 

thatt shows signs of remaining in 'their' city. Having grown up as an Israeli immigrant in America, I 

wass naturally drawn to the newcomers' view of this relationship. But my role in the municipality led 

mee to explore this process not through the newcomer's eyes (on which volumes have been written) 

butt through the eyes of the local host society. Thus the idea of comparing local policies toward 

labourr migrants as an expression of host-stranger relations, trying to link between the visible policy 

responsess to labour migrant settlement, and the less visible, less quantifiable substrata of attitudes 

andd expectations toward strangers and Otherness. 

Suchh a research project may have remained the wishful thinking of a municipal planner, if not for 

thee election of a new mayor in 1999, who appointed a new City Engineer, who dismissed all the 

consultantss whose contracts were up, including me. In the resulting free time, I wrote an MA thesis 

describingg the changing concepts of Strangerhood. This led me away from policy documents and 

backk to the writings of Georg Simmel, Levinas, Sibley and most crucially, Zygmunt Bauman. At the 

samee time I participated in a comparative research network on local policies and migrant 

mobilisationn ("Multicultural Policies and Modes of Citizenship in European cities"), submitting a 

chapterr on Tel Aviv's experience. The MPMC project became the main source of data for my 

literaturee survey on local migrant policies in Europe, which began when I was still in the 

municipalityy of Tel Aviv and was expanded in the PhD thesis. 

Meanwhile,, the new mayor of Tel Aviv, Ron Huldai, decided to implement the policy proposals 

preparedd by the municipal bureaucracy under his predecessor. This led to the establishment of a 
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municipall  'Aid and Information Center for the Foreign Communities in Tel Aviv ' (MESILA) in 

whichh I took part. My new career as a 'street level bureaucrat' in local migrant policy, this time in 

dailyy contact with the labour migrants themselves, was cut short after six months by the opportunity 

too undertake PhD studies at the University of Amsterdam. The scholarship offered by the Amsterdam 

studyy centre for the Metropolitan Environment (AME) enabled me to compare the experience of Tel 

Avivv with that of European cities, at several levels. I left Tel Aviv at the end of March 2000 and 

landedd in northern Europe, once again a newcomer. In the following three and a half years I was able 

too experience again the Stranger's "simultaneous nearness and distance" described by Simmel. 

Thiss PhD project has involved researching, writing and above all LIVIN G in three of the most 

beautifull  cities in Europe -- Amsterdam, Rome and Paris -- and one less lovely but home nonetheless 

--- Tel Aviv . This has been an incredibly stimulating, not to mention logistically demanding period (a 

totall  of seven apartments in Amsterdam and two each in Rome and Paris). In this process I have been 

helped,, hosted and housed by dozens of people, of whom I can only mention the most outstanding 

below.. Just as this research project has fused intellectual and personal experience in each city, the 

acknowledgementss below are grouped by city and mix between those academic colleagues, local 

officialss and NGO activists who freely gave of their time and openness, and the old and newfound 

friendss in five cities who provided the logistical and personal support which made this project not 

onlyy possible but very, very enjoyable. 

Inn ROME - grazie mille to Marco Accorinti and Franco Pittau at Caritas di Roma, to Cinzia Conti at 

thee Universita di Roma La Sapienza and to Claudio Rossi at the municipal Uffici o Speciale 

Immigrazione.. All were outstandingly helpful and patient, especially considering my imperfect 

Italian.. I am indebted to the hospitality of Jonathan Challoff and especially to Filippo Rinaldi for his 

companionshipp and help in many ways (not least the great cooking) during my stay in his home. 

Hassann Bousetta of the Katholiek Universiteit Brussel provided important commentary on my 

theoreticall  model before, during and after my Rome stay. 

Inn TEL AVI V - todah rabah especially to those at the Long Term Planning Department and at 

MESILAA for the openness displayed toward their former-co-worker-turned-interviewer. For lack of 

spacee I mention only Tammy Gavriely and Edna Alter-Dumbo, directors of LTPD and MESILA, 

respectively.. Barak Kalir contributed comments on the chapter. Above all I am indebted to Izhak 

Schnelll  at Tel Aviv University's Department of Geography. His contribution to this project was 

fundamental,, beginning with supervision of the MA thesis that was the first step towards this PhD, 
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throughh his help in the Tel Aviv case study, and including his role as a discussion partner on the 

moree theoretical aspects of the dissertation. 

Inn MARSEILLE, where I spent two weeks of intensive research before transfering the case study to 

Paris,, I learned much about the French context. Marcel Maussen introduced me to that city's 

researchh community who were friendly without exception. 'Merci biengue' en particulier a Alain 

ReboulReboul pour son amitié et son hospitalité Marseilleise. 

Inn PARIS, I am indebted to Patrick Simon for arranging my stay at the Institut Nationale des Etudes 

Demographiques,, which served as the logistical base of the Paris case study, with special thanks to 

thee INED librarians. No less important was the intellectual and social interaction provided by my 

temporaryy colleagues at INED, Elise Palomares and Tania Vichnevskaya. I am especially grateful to 

Yankell  Fijalkow at the Université de Paris for his help, personal insights and feedback on the draft 

versionn of the Paris chapter. Our first talk in an elevator stuck between two floors at Tolbiac was the 

beginningg of a real amitié. Special thanks to Nadine Scheimann for her generous hospitality during 

thee first difficult weeks in Paris. 

Inn AMSTERDAM, bedankt to Sako Musterd who supervised this work, for his patience and support. 

Valuablee commentary on the Amsterdam case study was provided by Leo de Klerk, Peter Terhorst, 

Virginiee Mamadouh and others at the AME, and by Jan Rath, Anja Heelsum, Jeroen Doomernik and 

otherss at IMES. 1 am indebted to Rinus Penninx, director of the Institute for Migration and Ethnic 

Studies,, for his overall contribution to this project and in particular for his input during development 

off  the analytical framework. Thanks also to the participants of the PhD group "Multicultural 

Democracyy in the Global City" hosted at IMES, particularly Boris Slijper, Marcel Maussen, Floris 

Vermeulenn and Maria Berger for their feedback and to Karen Kraal for assistance throughout. 

II  am grateful to the AME (Amsterdam study centre for the Metropolitan Environment) for providing 

thee generous scholarship and facilities that made this project possible. I also wish to thank all those at 

thee Department of Geography and Planning who provided the logistical support, in particular my 

colleaguee and always-helpful office-mate Martijn Arnoldus, as well as Clinton Siccama and Gert van 

derr Meer who responded to my requests from whichever city I happened to be in. Among those who 

helpedd make Amsterdam my home away from home, my thanks go especially to Yvon de Ruyter and 

Erikk van Andel, to Ines von Felbert and to Nadav Haran and Ellen Kaptijn for all their support. 
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Finally,, I am indebted to Barbara Da Roit for helping me make it through the last lap of this 3.5 

yearr marathon. Her technieal assistance in the final version of the dissertation, from graphics to 

referencess to printout, saved the day. I hope to repay the favour in one year when she finishes her 

dissertation. . 

II  dedicate this work to my father. Ernest Alexander. More than any other person, he gave of his time, 

spiritt and intellectual talents to this project. His critical feedback at all the stages, from first rough 

draftss to the Conclusion chapter, was invaluable. Yam holedet 70 same ach! 
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